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An Abstract of the Thesis of

Massa Baali for Master of Science

Major: Computer Science

Title: Direct Speech to Speech Turkish to Arabic

Dubbed series are gaining a lot of popularity in recent years with strong sup-

port from major media services providers. Such popularity is fueled by studies

that showed that dubbed versions of TV shows are more popular than their

subtitled equivalents. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised approach to

construct speech-to-speech corpus, aligned on short segment level, to produce a

parallel speech corpus in the source- and target- languages. Our methodology

exploits speech recognition, machine translation and noisy frames removal algo-

rithms, to match segments in both languages. Without losing any generalization,

our approach was successfully applied on Turkish-Arabic dubbed series. Out of

36 hours, our pipeline was able to generate 17 hours of paired segments with 70%

overall accuracy. The corpus will be freely available for the research community.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Clean and large parallel speech corpora constitute a major building block in

developing speech-to-speech translation systems. However, building such big cor-

pora is a very costly and lengthy process that normally relies on manual labor.

According to our knowledge, no attempts have been made to create a high qual-

ity and large parallel speech corpora in an automatic fashion. In this work,

we propose an unsupervised approach that takes as input a dubbed series and

produces a Speech-to-Speech Corpus in the respective languages of the dubbed

series. In the proposed approach, we address the following major challenges: (1)

removing the noisy voice segments, such as Ads, from each dubbed version to

produce dubbed versions that have almost the same duration, (2) reducing the

effect of the background noise or music when matching the speech segments, and

(3) devising a set of rules for segments’ matching where hyperparameters can be

tuned to optimize the tradeoff between quality and corpus size. Without loss of

generality, we demonstrate our pipeline using Turkish series dubbed into Arabic.

We picked these languages since dubbed series have shown a lot of attention in

the past few years in the Arab region, where more than 85 million Arab view-
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ers watch Syrian-dubbed Turkish series [1]. The original input was 51 hours of

Turkish series and the corresponding 54 hours of the dubbed Arabic version (in

the Arabic version there were a lot of Ads). After cleaning the versions from the

Ads, noise segments, and unrecognized segments, 36 hours of each dubbed ver-

sion were produced. After applying the segments’ matching rules and tuning the

hyperparameters to gain good quality parallel corpus, 17 hours of parallel speech

corpus was produced. The experiments that relied on random samples annotated

by bilingual speakers showed a 70% overall accuracy. The same random samples

were also annotated for emotions producing an 80% accuracy.

The project pipeline includes data collection,voice activity detection (VAD),

automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation (MT), and finally, we

consider further paralinguistic features; such as emotion recognition.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this section we will present the studies that are related to the corpus creation

and the ones that are related to creating Arabic Synthesizer which is one of the

main components in the application presented. Creating a parallel corpus ex-

hausts a lot of resources. It is a very lengthy process and time consuming. In [2],

the authors extracted parallel speech corpora based on any language pair from

dubbed movies in which some corresponding prosodic parameters are extracted.

Unlike [3], who explored a method based on machine learning for automatically

extracting bilingual audio subtitle pairs from movies. They used raw movie data,

and they defined the long term spectral distance, subtitles time distance and

subtitle time-stamps to segment the bilingual speech regions. In [4], they used

the relative difference of syllable count estimates between source and target ma-

terial as the similarity constraint. They assumed that more detailed constraints,

based on accentuation, stress marks, expected speech durations, articulatory and

prosodic features, will be needed to match human dubbing performance, where

they used the Heroes corpus[5].

Fedrico et al. [6] presented Prosodic Alignment model which does not require
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cross-lingual information, but guides the search for the optimal alignment with

two types of information: the speaking rate match between corresponding source-

target phrases and the linguistic plausibility of the chosen split points. They

used TED talks dataset that has both English and Italian. Farrus et al. [7]

aimed to not only translate the spoken segments and synthesize them, but also

to make the translated and synthesized segments match the original durations

and phrasings. Their method explores the attention mechanism output in neural

machine translation to find plausible phrasing for the translated dialogue lines

and then uses them to condition their synthesis.

[8] created a system involving scansnap SV600 scanner and Google optical

character recognition (OCR) for building a parallel corpus, which is a very signif-

icant part of the statistical machine translation (SMT). They trained a language

model for the SMT system which depends on the amount of parallel corpus. They

proposed a precise way of producing parallel corpus between English and Indian

languages. They were able to generate 40 parallel sentences in one hour time with

this approach. [9] demonstrated a bilingual collaborative annotation method that

annotates English discourse units based on Chinese ones, and annotates Chinese

discourse structure based on English ones consequently. This process guarantees

complete discourse structure alignment between parallel texts and reduces the

cost for annotating texts of two languages as well.

[10] presented an unsupervised approach that automatically creates a mono-

lingual parallel corpus for text simplification using sentence similarity based on

word embeddings. For any pair of sentences consisting of a complex sentence and

its simple counterpart, they used a many-to-one approach of aligning each word

in the complex sentence with the most similar word in the simple sentence and

calculate sentence similarity by averaging these word similarities. Their experi-
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mental results show the good performance of the proposed method in a single-

language parallel corpus construction task for the simplicity of the English text.

A survey by Khosla et al. [11] was proposed to explore the existing methods of

building a parallel corpus. The survey covers some of the techniques of the main

parallel corpus built. It conducts only the corpora that are built aligned at the

sentence and document level. The first parallel automated sentence alignment

was implemented by [12], which is based on the assumption that long sentences

will be translated into long sentences and short sentences into short ones. Their

strategy works remarkably well on language pairs with a strong correlation with

length, such as French and English. A number of various approaches to sentence

alignment have been introduced such as sentence length, co-occurrence of word,

dictionary usage and parts of speech tagging to deliver a parallel bilingual corpus

[13].

In [14], they used a new alignment method based on time overlap to build a

parallel corpus for various pairs of languages. The approach was used in exploring

a corpus of 23,000 pairs of aligned subtitles covering about 2,700 films in 29

languages. Many adopted the manual approach like [15], who created a parallel

bilingual parallel syntactically annotated corpus of Czech-English, which is part

of a project at the university of Charles. The target text is manually achieved

by translating an established monolingual annotated corpus.

In [16], they have used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to construct parallel corpus

for six Indian languages: Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu.

The source data is the 100 most viewed documents on Wikipedia for each language

and the translations are achieved through human translators. The first step was

to create the bilingual dictionaries. These dictionaries were then used to construct

glosses of the source sentence and then compared to the manual translations
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implemented. One of the methods is machine translation [17], where a parallel

corpus for multiple languages (English-German, English-Spanish, English-Czech)

was built by taking source text and acquiring target text through five MT systems

(Joshua, Lucy, Metis, Apertium, MaTrEx). The parallel corpus is annotated with

meta information. The size of the corpus built is 2051 sentences translated by five

different MT systems in six translation directions and annotated with different

metadata information received from the translation model. Table 2.1 benchmarks

our study compared to previous studies.

Paper Unsupervised Language Result Speech Bilingual Size Dub
Ours Y Any 79% overall

accuracy
Y Y 17 hours Y

[2] Y Any - Y Y 80-49 mins Y
[3] N en-fr LTSD 41.39%

Subtitle 37.88%
Y Y 1050 segments Y

[17] N en-cs,de,es BLEU 18.95 N Y 2051 sentences N
[16] N English and 6 languages

from Indian sub-contents
5 votes cast on 65%
of sentences

N Y 100 top doc
on wiki

N

[15] N cs-en - N Y 1M words N
[14] N 29 languages 85% correct

alignment
N Y 23k pairs

sentences
N

[9] N zh-en 90% annotation
agreement

N Y 140K words N

[10] Y en BLEU 26.3 N N 126k pairs
of article

N

Table 2.1: Benchmarking our studies with previous work.
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Chapter 3

Parallel Corpus Creation

3.1 Parallel Speech Corpus Construction

The process of creating the parallel speech corpus from dubbed series goes through

multiple steps that include: data collection, voice activity detection, segmenta-

tion, automatic speech recognition, text translation, and segments matching.

Figure 3.4 illustrates an overview of this pipeline. In what follows, each step

of the pipeline is explained using a running example on Turkish-Arabic dubbed

series. The same pipeline could be used for any dubbed series without losing

generality.

3.1.1 Data Collection and Video Matching

In this phase, we aim to download and clean a dubbed video in any two languages.

In some cases, you might be able to get hold of dubbed videos with equal duration

and without any additional noise segments such as commercials; in which case,

the videos are ready to be processed. In other cases, one or both of the dubbed

versions might include noise segments that should be removed, in order to end up
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline for the Parallel Speech Corpus Construction: data collection,
voice activity detection (VAD), automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine
translation (MT).
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with a clean version of the dubbed videos. Algorithm 1 takes as input the dubbed

versions and cleans them up. The first step in the algorithm is to convert every

dubbed video into frames, 30 frames per second. At time t, we pick the frame

in D1 and compare it with 500 consecutive frames in D2 (also starting at t) i.e.

we are searching whether the frame in D1 at time t exists in a 16 seconds video

segment in D2 starting at time t. Every two frames are compared using skimage

[18] to compute the mean structural similarity index between two images. The

values returned by skimage are in the range of [0,1], where a value close to 1

indicates high similarity between the two images. In case two frames returned a

similarity greater than 0.75, we assume that these two images are similar, and

thus the frame we are investigating is a valid frame, and not a noise frame. This

process is repeated for every frame in D1. A frame in D1 with low similarity in

the corresponding consecutive frames in D2 is removed. Once done, we run the

same algorithm starting with the other dubbed version. For instance, all frames

in D1 that correspond to images from an Ad segment will be removed, since no

matching frames exist for them in D2.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed procedure to remove noise frames from the dubbed videos

D1: Dubbed version 1

D2: Dubbed version 2

Result: Clean and matched dubbed videos

Convert D1 and D2 into frames, 30 frames per second; while there are more

frames f in D1 do

Extract frame f at time t from D1

while i <500 do

Extract frame f’ at time t from D2

t’ = t

r = skimage(f, f’)

if r ≥ 0.75 then

break;

else

t’=t’+1

i=i+1

end

end

if i==499 then

remove frame f at time t from D1

end

t = t + 1 (move to analyze the next frame in D1)

end

To apply the algorithm on real data, we downloaded three Turkish (TR) -

Arabic (AR) dubbed series from YouTube. The three Turkish series had dura-

tions of 12, 9, and 30 hours, respectively. The corresponding Arabic series had

durations of 13, 10, and 31 hours, respectively. When checking the series manu-

ally, we noticed that the Arabic version contained a lot of commercials, the fact
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that explains the extra duration of the Arabic series when compared to the Turk-

ish series. After running Algorithm 1, we ended up with a matching duration of

both series equivalent to 12, 9, and 30 hours respectively. Moving forward, we

operate on all series as one big video; i.e., the new input is a TR-AR dubbed

video pair composed of 51 hours each.

3.1.2 Voice Analysis Detection

Algorithm 1 produced matching dubbed videos without noise frames, such as

commercials. We now extract the audio from the dubbed video samples at 16Khz.

Then, we process the audio files of each dubbed videos. We investigate the impact

of segmentation using voice activity detection (VAD). We use the pre-trained

model suggested in [19] that extract meta-data from each audio file; gender,

noise, music and noEnergy.

We applied this phase to the TR-AR dubbed series. Figure 3.2 shows the dis-

tribution of the five labels in the Turkish Dubbed version and the Arabic Dubbed

version. The frequency of most labels is similar with the exception of noEnergy.

We attribute this to the Arabic dubbing, where the actors ignore the amount of

silence in the original video while abiding by the scene time.

3.1.3 Speech Segments Matching

As of now, phase 2 resulted in speech segments that are labeled as female, male,

and music. Every segment has a start time, end time, and duration. In this phase,

we start by transcribing every dubbed version. To perform this step, Google

Speech Recognition API can be used regardless of the dubbed version language.

For every dubbed version, every segment now corresponds to its transcription.

We then translate the segments’ transcription of one dubbed version to the
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Figure 3.2: Frequency of TR-AR labeled segments, y-axis is the number of seg-
ments.

language of the other dubbed version. For example, we translate the Turkish

transcribed segments into Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) using Google Trans-

late API, which would allow us to compare the translated Turkish segments with

the transcribed Arabic Levantine segments. Any segment that was not recog-

nized by the transcription API is removed. At this point, and when applying this

step on the TR-AR dubbed versions, we ended up with 36 hours videos. Next we

calculate the similarity between every translated segment in one dubbed version

(e.g. the Arabic text translated from the Turkish transcribed segments), and all

the transcribed segments in the other version (e.g. the Arabic text transcribed

from the Arabic segments). To find the similarity between two text segments, we

use TextBlob library which is based on gensim and Fasttext pretrained word2vec

model; the procedure used in calculating similarity is calculating the mean fea-
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ture vector for each sentence, then calculating the cosine distance between those

two vectors. Figure 3.3 captures the data structure that is used to record the

similarity between every translated segment in the first dubbed version and its

corresponding transcribed version.

Figure 3.3: Similarity matching between a segment in D1 (first dubbed version)
and all segments in D2 (second dubbed version)

The next step is to match one or more segments in the first dubbed version

(e.g. TR) to one or more segments in the second dubbed version (e.g. AR), with

the following three possibilities:

1. Matching one segment in the first dubbed version to one segment in the

second dubbed version.

2. Matching one long segment in the first dubbed version to many segments

13



in the second dubbed version.

3. Matching many segments in the first dubbed version to one long segment

in the second dubbed version.

To do the matching according to one of three mentioned possibilities, we devise

the following set of matching rules based on the start time, end time, duration,

label, and similarity score of each segment:

• Rule 1: Difference between the segment start time in the first version and

the segment start time in the second version, is below a certain threshold.

• Rule 2: Difference between the segment duration in the first version and

the segment duration in the second version, is below a certain threshold.

• Rule 3: The segments in both versions should have the same label.

• Rule 4: The similarity score between two segments is above 0.5.

• Rule 5: To combine multiple short segments in one version and match them

with one long segment in another version, we adopt a sliding window ap-

proach that starts with one short segment abiding by Rule 1, then continues

adding more consecutive short segments in the same version until the cumu-

lative duration of the short segments abides by Rule 2, and the similarity

score abides by Rule 4.

Since these thresholds are not fixed, we can run multiple experiments while

varying the thresholds, with the aim of picking the thresholds that maximize the

duration of the matched segments while maintaining a similarity score above 0.5.

We applied the algorithms and rules mentioned in this section to the TR-AR

dubbed video. Table 3.1 highlights the application of the proposed methodology
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Table 3.1: Set of rules for increasing and decreasing the number of segments.
Dur In Seg Tr,Ar In Dif Start Time Dif Dur Seg Tr-Ar Out Dur Tr-Ar Out Avg Sim Percent

36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=3 <=2 9,998;9,887 14.3hrs 0.55 39%
36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=2 <=1 9,158;8,016 13.1hrs 0.53 36%
36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=4 <=3 10,116;8,848 15hrs 0.55 41%
36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=5 <=4 8,018;6,915 16hrs 0.54 44%
36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=9 <=8 11,581;10,060 17.6hrs 0.54 48%
36 hrs 28,800;27,678 <=20 <=5 10,330;9,610 15.8hrs 0.53 43%

on dubbed videos. Every row in the table presents the original duration (Dur In)

of the video and the corresponding number of extracted segments (Seg Tr-Ar In).

Every row also contains values that represent the hyper-parameters, namely, Dif

Start Time and Dif Dur as presented in Rules 1 and 2. The last four entries in

every row indicate the resultant number of parallel segments (Seg Tr-Ar Out),

their duration (Dur Tr-Ar Out), their average similarity score (Avg Sim), and

the percentage duration of parallel corpus produced.

As shown in table 3.1, the difference-start-time threshold of 9 seconds and the

difference-duration threshold of 8 seconds, produce a parallel corpus of duration

17.6 hours; i.e. 48% of the cleaned dubbed videos can be transformed into a

parallel corpus. When compared to the original dubbed TR-AR videos before

cleaning (51 hours), we are able to produce a parallel speech corpus of duration

36% of the original videos. It is also worth noting that the rules above produce

an appropriate average similarity score when varying the thresholds, while being

able to extract a good percentage of parallel corpus duration. We next evaluate

the quality of the produced parallel speech corpus.

Table 3.2: Label distribution for each score.
Score total female male music
1 512 265 154 93
0.5 163 88 53 22
0 325 173 102 50
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3.2 Evaluation

To evaluate the quality of the TR-AR parallel speech corpus, two bilingual speak-

ers were provided with a random sample of 1,000 speech segments. The duration

of the segments ranged from 2 seconds to 10 seconds. The annotators were asked

to listen to every parallel segment pairs and give the pair a score of 1 if the pair is

matching, 0.5 if the pair has minor difference - one version has one word more or

different than the other - and 0 if the pair is not matching. Table 3.2 shows the

agreement results, where 512 (52%) segment pairs were identical, 163 (17%) seg-

ment pairs had minor difference, and 352 (31%) segments pairs were not similar.

Since the minor-difference pairs are still almost identical (one word error), the

overall resultant similarity is around 70%. A sample pair that is labeled minor-

difference is: the Turkish segment transcribed as Olur olur ya (English: Okay),

and the corresponding Arabic segment transcribed as Buckwalter: ElY Eyny

(English: On my eyes), which is understood as ”Okay” in the Arabic culture.

In order to check how useful can the parallel speech corpus be in applications,

we also asked the same annotators to annotate each segment in every language

for emotion (the same 1,000 segment pairs were used). We asked the annotators

to label every segment by one of the standard seven classes for emotions: neutral,

calm, happy, sad, angry, surprise, and disgust. 791 segments were found to have

the same emotion (around 80%). The distribution of the matching emotions are

given in table 3.3. For the segment pairs that were found to be identical and

with minor-difference, the emotions were almost completely matching. We were

interested to know why some of the segment pairs that were not identical would

have a similar emotion annotation. For example, the Turkish segment transcribed

as Hoşgeldin Merhaba (English: Welcome Hello), and the corresponding Arabic

16



segment transcribed as Buckwalter: Ahlyn fyk kyfk yZhr jAyp mn $An mAmA

(English: Welcome, you seem to be coming for my mom ), both received

an emotion annotation of Happy. Although the segments are not matching, there

are some similarities between them, but one has more information than the other.

Hence, the meaning of both segments is preserved when it comes to emotion an-

notation.

Table 3.3: Emotion distribution of the parallel segments.
Emotion Frequency
Anger 77
Neutral 442
Sad 65
Disgust 15
Calm 26
Happy 39
Surprise 127

To measure the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA), we used Cohen’s kappa

coefficient, a pairwise reliability measure between two annotators, which calcu-

lates the accuracy of qualitative items between annotators. The Kappa score was

0.79 which indicates substantial agreement. Based on the high Inter-Annotator

Agreement, the high matching between the parallel segments (70%), and the high

emotion matching between the parallel segments (80%), we argue that the pro-

posed unsupervised pipeline for generating parallel speech corpus from dubbed

series is highly effective.

3.3 Architecture for Speech to Speech Applica-

tion

In this section, we will present the architecture that we used for the speech2speech

implementation.
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Our goal is end-to-end spoken language translation. Given an input spectro-

gram of a sentence spoken in one language, our model outputs a spectrogram of

the same sentence spoken in a different language. Seq2Seq is a type of Encoder-

Decoder model using RNN. It can be used as a model for machine interaction and

machine translation. We aim to map the Turkish speech with the Arabic speech.

We convert the speech to spectrogram. A spectrogram is a visual representation

of the spectrum of frequencies of a signal as it varies with time. When applied

to an audio signal, spectrograms are sometimes called sonography, voiceprints,

or voicegrams. When the data is represented in a 3D plot they may be called

waterfalls. Spectrograms are used extensively in the fields of music, sonar, radar,

and speech processing, seismology, and others. Spectrograms of audio can be

used to identify spoken words phonetically. A spectrogram can be generated by

an optical spectrometer, a bank of band-pass filters, by Fourier transform or by

a wavelet transform (in which case it is also known as a scaleogram).

We used the TTS Tacotron2 where we removed the embedding layer and did

modifications inspired by Translatotron [20] a direct speech to-speech translation

model which is trained end-to-end. The Translatotron is a sequence-to-sequence

encoder stack maps 80-channel log-mel spectrogram input features into hidden

states which are passed through an attention-based alignment mechanism to con-

dition an autoregressive decoder, which predicts 1025-dim log spectrogram frames

corresponding to the translated speech. Two optional auxiliary decoders, each

with their own attention components, predict source and target phoneme se-

quences.

To produce a waveform, we need both the magnitude and the phase compo-

nents. Since our model does not predict phase, we use our predicted magnitude

and apply a Griffin-Lim phase recovery [21] to generate the final waveform of the

18



Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the Tacotron 2 system architecture.
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translated sentence.

We ran our experiment on QCRI HPC node equipped with 4 NVIDIA Tesla

V100 GPUs with 16 GB memory, and 20 cores of Xeon(R) E5-2690 CPUs.

Table 3.4: Experiment & Evaluation.
network loss mse mae val loss val mse val mae batch size
Tacotron 0.0722 0.0102 0.0722 0.5211 0.3315 0.5211 64
Tacotron 0.1958 0.1727 0.1958 4.1904 3.2147 4.1904 32
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3.4 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced an unsupervised approach to creating parallel speech

corpora from dubbed videos. Unlike existing approaches that are either super-

vised, or unsupervised but inefficient, the proposed approach can be tuned to

produce large corpora with high quality. For future work, we plan to apply the

approach on many dubbed videos in different languages and demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the produced corpora when used in speech technology applications.

3.5 Future Work

We plan to apply the approach on many dubbed videos in different languages and

demonstrate the effectiveness of the produced corpora when used in speech tech-

nology applications. We also plan to increase the number of hours to feed them

to the architecture we applied in this section 3.3 We would also improve the ar-

chitecture we used in section 3.3 there are a lot of experiments and improvements

that could be applied to the whole pipeline.
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